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Di¤erent motives:
If the …rm is green, regulation helps this …rm raise its rivals’
costs.
Regardless of the …rm’s pollution, it seeks to improve its public
image (CSR).
What about polluting …rms? They may lobby for more
regulation too!

Emission standards and quality

Consider a setting a la Barrett (1994).
At least two countries, each with at least one …rm producing a
non-transboundary externality.
Without IEAs, domestic policies lead to eco-dumping by every
country. (Too lax domestic policies, relative to those under an
IEA.)
With IEAs, no eco-dumping exists.

But, what are the e¤ects of these policies (coordinated or
uncoordinated) on pro…ts?

Emission standards and quality

Farzin (2003) considers environmental standards.
Firms may have incentives to increase product quality, which
induces a higher demand for their product, ultimately
increasing pro…ts.

Similar to Porter (1991) and Porter and van der Linde (1995).
Firms have incentives to innovate (general de…nition), which
can subsequently increase their pro…ts.

These incentives are ok, but they alter the Barrett setting too
much by introducing innovation!

Firms supporting IEAs
Espinola-Arredondo and Munoz-Garcia (JRE, 2011).
Consider the setting in Barrett (1994) or Ulph (1996), but
allowing for transboundary ext.
In the …rst stage, the regulator sets emission standards (either
as part of IEA or indep.)
In the second stage, every …rm i solves
max π i = (a
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Abatement cost

where qi ei denotes …rm i’s abatement e¤ort, to approach
output qi to the emission standard ei .

Firms supporting IEAs
Equilibrium emission standards are...

where M denotes monopoly, and C represents Cournot
duopoly.

Firms supporting IEAs
How did we …nd the above emission standards?
Under no treaty, NT , every country i solves
max π i
ei 0

d (ei + αej )

Under EE , every country i solves
max π i
ei 0

d (ei + αej )

d αei

Under BE , every country i solves
max π i + π j
ei 0

d (ei + αej )

d αei

Firms supporting IEAs

Countries’participation in an IEA yields a more stringent
emission standard, entailing two e¤ects on pro…ts:
Negative e¤ect (higher abatement cost)
Positive e¤ect (…rms can reduce their aggregate production).
Ameliorate overproduction in Cournot (relative to cartel
output).
Good in duopoly, not in monopoly.

Under monopoly, both e¤ects are negative: Firms always
oppose the IEA.

Firms supporting IEAs
Under duopoly, …rms support the IEA i¤ the positive e¤ect
dominates the negative e¤ect, which occurs when:
d < d EE (if the IEA only internalizes EE ) or
d < d BE (if the IEA internalizes both EE and CAE ).

Firms supporting IEAs

When d and/or α are small, emission standards in the IEA are
not that stringent, implying that the second (positive) e¤ect
dominates the …rst (negative) e¤ect.
When the IEA seeks to internalize both ext, standards are
more stringent, shrinking the region of (d, α)-pairs for which
…rms support the IEA.
Similar results if SWF considers CS, or if …rms form an
international cartel subject to regulation.

What if we allow for asymmetries?
The previous paper goes in the opposite direction of the
“environmental haven” hypothesis.
Examples: Brunnermeier and Levison (2004), Ederington,
Levinson, and Minier (2004).

Our previous paper and these articles, however, assume …rms
were all symmetric.
What if we allow for di¤erent dimensions of asymmetry:
The production cost of green and brown …rm are di¤erent, cG
and cB .
The environmental damage of every unit of emissions is
di¤erent, dG and dB .
Emission fees can be di¤erent on each type of …rm, tG and tB .

What if we allow for asymmetries?

Munoz-Garcia and Akhundjanov (BEJEAP, 2016).
In the …rst stage, the regulator sets fees tG and tB .
In the second stage, every …rm solves
max (1
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What if we allow for asymmetries?
Region E , the green …rms su¤ers such a cost disadvantage it
remains inactive both with and without regulation.
Region D, the green …rm is inactive in the absence of reg.,
but becomes active when reg. is present.
Planner sets tB > tG (because of di¤erent damages, and
costs!), which ameliorates the green’s …rm’s cost disadvantage.

Region C , the green …rm is active both with and without reg.

What if we allow for asymmetries?
Pro…t comparison

In Region E , the green …rm is una¤ected by reg., in D it is
unambigously bene…ted by reg., in C it is bene…ted i¤ its cost
disadvantage is su¤. large (Region C III ).

What if we allow for asymmetries?
Pro…t comparison

In all other regions, to the left of C III , the green …rm
opposes regulation. (Opposite argument for brown …rm.)

What if we allow for asymmetries?
Pro…t comparison in extreme cases:
First case: Firms are symmetric in damages.

Policies making …rms more symmetric (in costs and/or
damages) promote settings where both …rms oppose emission
fees.

What if we allow for asymmetries?
Pro…t comparison in extreme cases
Second case: Green …rm does not pollute at all.

The green …rm is not subject to fees, supports regulation
under all parameter conditions.

What if we allow for asymmetries?

Main points:
Opponents of env. policy : …rms with relatively symmetric
costs and/or symmetric damages.
Unexpected supporter of env. policy : Not only green …rms,
but brown …rms, can support reg.
Policies disseminating new tech (that eliminates cost
advantages) or new green tech (that eliminates brown more
intense damages) subsequently make env. reg. more likely to
be opposed by all types of …rms.

What if we allow for asymmetries?

A lot of extensions on that paper (thanks reviewers!).
Results are qualitatively una¤ected if...
Firms sell di¤erentiated products.
Ameliorate the positive e¤ect of fees on pro…ts.
Environmental damage function is di¤erent.
Lobbying amounts are endogenous.

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence

Three main barriers to entry:
Sunk costs that cannot be recovered.
Example: Invesment in speci…c forms of capital (…lters) to
enter the industry.

Cost di¤erential between incumbent and entrant …rms.
Evidence of economies of scale and learning-by-doing e¤ects in
…rm’s compliance with environmental policy. (Think
administrative details of the policy.)

Higher entry costs (licences, certi…cation, etc.)
These are often higher for entrant than incumbent …rms.

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence

Large body of literature.
See OECD (2006), Ryan (2012), Monty (1991), Dean and
Brown (1995), Helland and Matsuno (2003), among others.
For a literature review on cost di¤erencial between incumbents
and entrants, see Stavins (2005).
For a literature review on anti-competitive e¤ects of env. reg.,
see Heyes (2009).

But... when do policies deter entry? And, are entry-deterring
policies always favored by incumbent …rms? No!

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence

Espinola-Arredondo and Munoz-Garcia (EDE, 2014)
Time structure:
In the …rst period,
The reg. chooses t1 if the regime is ‡exible, or commits to t if
the regime is in‡exible.
(The policy regime is given.)
The incumbent monopoly responds with output q (t1 ) or q (t ).

In the second period,
The entrant decides whether to enter the industry.
The reg. maintains t, or revises t1 to t2 .
Firm/s compete given the second-period fee.

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence
In‡exible emission fee: First- and second-period welfare loss
with entry.

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence
How to …nd the optimal emission fee under an ‡exible regime?
In the paper.
How to …nd the optimal emission fee under an in‡exible
regime?
Minimizing the sum of DWLs.
min DWL1 + δDWL2
t 0
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Environmental reg. and entry deterrence
Entry patterns

Above F In‡ex (d ), the reg. prefers to set ED fees.

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence
Welfare comparisons across regimes

In regions I and II, ‡exible policy that attracts entry is welfare
superior; and
In region III, an in‡exible policy that deters entry is welfare
superior.

Environmental reg. and entry deterrence
Welfare and pro…t comparisons

Divide ED region into two areas: In IIIa both reg and inc prefer
ED, while in IIIb the reg favors ED while the inc opposes it.

Firm preferences for reg. in CPRs

How does env. reg. a¤ect …rms exploiting a CPR?
Lambertini and Leitmann (2013) consider this question, where
N …rms compete for a CPR in a single country.
Regulation only considers one market failure (overexploitation
of the commons).

What if we allow for a CPR exploited by …rms located in more
than one country?
Examples: Upper Parana Atalantic Forest, Aral Sea, Al-Fakkah
oil …eld, Khafji oil …led, etc.
We then have an additional market failture: transboundary
e¤ects.

Firm preferences for reg. in CPRs

Akhundjanov and Munoz-Garcia (ERE, 2018)
In the …rst stage, the regulator in country i either
cooperatively or non-cooperatively sets emission fee t i (we
allow for subsidies).
In the second stage, every …rm j in country i responds
choosing their output to solve
max π ij = ai
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Firm preferences for reg. in CPRs
The social planner solves
max SW i = CS i + PS i + T i + Y
ni
fqji gj =1

Ei

where
T i = τ i Q i denotes total tax revenue;
Y = Y z i Q i z j Q j is the residual amount in the CPR, and
E i = d i z i Q i z j Q j is the env. damage.

Embodies two standard models as special cases:
When Y ! +∞, the only issue is the env. ext. (no CPR
problems).
When d i = 0, we have a standard CPR (no ext. problems).

Firm preferences for reg. in CPRs

Taxes and subsidies under Coop or Non-coop reg.

Firm preferences for reg. in CPRs
Firm preferences for di¤erent reg. settings (positive and
negative e¤ects of reg. on pro…ts)

IEAs supported when z and/or d are high (light shaded
region);
...

Firm preferences for reg. in CPRs
Firm preferences for di¤erent reg. settings (positive and
negative e¤ects of reg. on pro…ts)

IEAs opposed when z and/or d are low, but domestic reg. is
supported (dark shaded region);
All forms of reg. are opposed otherwise (unshaded region).

Extensions

In the IEAs paper, what if …rms are asymmetric in their
abatement costs?
In the EDE paper:
What if the industry has more than one incumbent, as in
Gilbert and Vives (1986)?
What if …rms choose not only output, but abatement levels
too?
What if …rms produce solar panels (so the reg. provides
subsidies rather than fees)?

Extensions

In the BEJEAP paper:
What if more than two …rms compete a la Cournot?
What if they compete a la Stackelberg?
What if …rms sell heterogeneous products?

Thank you!!!

